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 Enrichment News  04/2022 

 News & Information 
 Congrats to our upcoming Juniors selected for Governor’s School 2022-2023! 

 ●  Lily Anderson 

 ●  Latham Barbieri 

 ●  Jesse Dulaney 

 ●  Sophie Perdue 

 ●  Garreth Rudd 

 ●  James Wilder 

 ●  Ellandra Woods 

 We thoroughly enjoyed the interviews and getting to know all of our students more.  We 

 are so excited to see all of the wonderful things they will do. 

 Community Project Updates 
 As you know, students in 3rd through 7th have been 
 researching places around Floyd using on-line 
 information during our gifted and enrichment time 
 second semester.  Now, it’s time for kids to go into the 
 community areas in downtown Floyd they have been 
 researching to gather more information.  We will also 
 be looking around town, just so students can learn 
 more about where they live and what the town has to 
 offer.  Each student may be working on something 



 different for this field trip.  Some students may be taking pictures for the books they are 
 writing, some students may be trying to research more for their places of interest, some 
 may have an interview set up with a place in town….this is a working field trip with lots of 
 moving parts.  See details below and please make sure to have permission forms back to 
 the schools by April 5th. 

 Date(s): 

 ●  Monday, April 11 – IVES & WES (all enrichment 
 3-7) 

 ●  Tuesday, April 12- CES (all enrichment 3-7) 
 ●  Wednesday, April 13- FES (all enrichment 3, 4, 5) 
 ●  Thursday, April 14- FES (all enrichment 6, 7) 

 Time: 9:00am-1:00pm 

 Place:  Downtown Floyd 

 Cost:  We will have bagged lunches from school, so students will need money for anything 
 they may want to eat or purchase while we are in town. 

 Test taking and Anxiety 
 We are in preparation for our SOLs, and regardless if scores count or don’t count for the 
 state….they count for the kids because they let teachers and specialists know your child’s 
 strengths and weaknesses.  Please have a talk with your child as we approach SOL test 
 taking season.  They can study and review and SHOULD!  Use these tips to help them. 

 1.  Read the entire question. 
 2.  Read ALL of the answer choices, don’t get excited because you see the answer in 

 the first choice–read ALL of the choices. 
 3.  Choose the MOST CORRECT answer.  Not the answer you could argue your point 

 on…the MOST CORRECT answer. 
 4.  Give them a little lavender.  Yes, that is a calming scent–it does work!  Lavender 

 relieves stress, chronic pain, and high blood pressure.  It is perfect for test anxiety. 
 5.  A good night’s sleep.  We all need this, but you especially need it the night before a 

 test and even more so if you get test anxiety. 
 6.  A healthy breakfast, nothing too heavy, even if they don’t normally eat…give them a 

 granola or breakfast bar. 
 7.  Study and review, preparation helps cut down on anxiety….more on that in the next 

 section! 



 SOL prep at home 
 ●  PRACTICE the released tests!  The Virginia Department of Education provides a site 

 for parents to access actual released test questions, use this site so your kids can 
 practice.  This way the day they sit down to take the test, it won’t be the first time 
 they have seen questions like this or looked over them. 

 https://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/sol/practice_items/testnav8.shtml 

 ●  PRACTICE using the on-line test tools!  The site below will take you to a place for 
 kids to practice using the tools available to them, test day shouldn’t be the first time 
 they see and use these tools.  Go to the link below, select the ePAT tab. 

 www.pearsonaccess.com/va 

 ●  STUDY!  Make flash cards of terms that they need to know and be familiar with-have 
 them include an image.  Adding an image will significantly help in the recall of 
 information.  Have students reorganize and rewrite notes (not type them) as a 
 means of studying (research supports this). 

 ●  A renowned researcher on intelligence theories, Carol Dweck, stated, “  It’s not 
 always the people who start out the smartest who end up the smartest.  ” 
 Academic achievement like any other achievement in life takes work, time, practice, 
 and effort. 
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